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BUCK OFF MAGAZINE

THANK YOU

Few words can explain our gratitude that the magazine has made its seventh
volume. A lot goes into putting each volume together as much as completing
a great work of writing. Inspiration turns into work turns into editing. It’s not
without sleepless nights, re-do's and finally, the final stage. Thank you for
continuing to read our magazine and read the same amazing and memorable
works we published.

-Buck Off Staff
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A BRUSH OF SUNLIGHT

,

Nam vestibulum dolor quis libero.

Emily Gibbs is a dreamer who spends her nonexistent free time reading, writing,
filming, and frolicking in the rain (when her head isn't stuck in the clouds, of course).
She will be studying Television and Writing and Production at college beginning
Fall 2017. Previous work of hers has been published by Red Flag Poetry.
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Lichtenberg,
,Figure,
,By Mariana,
,Samuda,
,

When I’m running and my feet get stuck,
in mud, I remember the time we crashed,
your car.
Lightning struck the street and you,
swerved—into a ditch.
We laughed because we were alive; ,
played thumb wars until someone won,
the task of pushing us out of the mud.
I won, and you revved the engine,
until my clothes were cloaked in dirty smiles,
and innuendos: “I know a better way to ruin you.”
Lightning struck again—
hit me.
My back a tree of mauled flesh,
bearing the fruit of loving something,
too closely.

Mariana Samuda is originally from Jamaica. She graduated from the University of South Florida and is
currently an MFA candidate at Chapman University.
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Billy Collier is a visual artist painting in many vibrant colors, creating passionate,
inspiring pieces. Sculptures give the power of motion and the sensuality of emotions.
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Hostage,
By Natalie,
Filaroski,

We sit in silence.
Our car rolls over,
hard bumps on the road,
I feel the rumble in the depths,
of my stomach.
He smokes thin air,
gray smog fills the mirror above,
my head, and I see myself,
small, foggy beneath clouds,
of musk. He looks nonchalant while,
reaching for another.
I babble to him,
something about the weather or,
his mom, but his eyes don’t break,
from the long stretch of road.
I hear his breath,
catch quickly and release.
“Look, I’m sorry,” ,
I say over and over again.
“Shut up.”
He continues down the nub,
of his cigarette while I stare,
blankly, thick smoke billowing,
causing the car to become a blur,
in the sun.
Then, like the coward in love,
I cry.
“I’m sorry,”
I say.
I reach my shaky hand,
towards the box of Marlboro Blacks,
and take one, slowly.
He watches me and nods,
“Go ahead,” he whisperssmoothly like the silk,
that punctures his throat.
I put it in my mouth,
smoke kissing my pink lungs.
I cough while the sour smell,
takes my nose hostage.

Natalie Filaroski is a student in the Creative Writing program at Douglas Anderson School of the Arts
in Jacksonville, Florida. She has written for the school's newspaper, The Artisan. This is her first piece
for a literary publication.
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Barry Johnson is a creative living in Seattle who produces visual art, films,
installations and sculptures. His work has been displayed across the U.S. and
worldwide, focusing on what's taking place in his personal life and around the
world. He recently authored and illustrated a book, Oh What Wonderful Hair.

Breathing In,
Water,
By Molly,
Ponkevitch,

Mother,
In your darkness I have seen,
the dimly lit gap,
between lonely,
,and alone.
Suspended in your piercing water,
I watch as you embrace,
both the living and the dead.
As you gently swell,
and release,
I realize you are breathing,
and every visitor,
inside of you,
rises and falls,
together.
Mother,
I know there are beasts within you,
the wasted kind,
that spit in your veins,
and cannot feel your tears,
the kind who wear your colors,
and skin you alive–
and though they cannot be stopped,
those held in your soundless ebb,
your nurturing pulse,
will remember,
the immense,
embryonic love,
we all,
come from.
Mother,
Today I know you better,
because they are in me too.

Molly Ponkevitch is an undergrad at University of Oregon, majoring in English with a focus in Poetry and
Russian. A native to the North West, she now resides in New Mexico and is focusing on healing through
creative expression and shamanic journeying. She is a mental health advocate, and when she is not writing she
is probably playing guitar, didgeridoo, or making curry. She has been featured in her college's student-run
literary journal, Unbound.
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AUSTRALIAN
FOR
BEER
OPENER
By Tim King
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AUSTRALIAN FOR BEER OPENER
I love being in new places, but I tend not to travel very often. The tediousness of security
checks and my susceptibility to pressurized-cabin fever usually shut down any passing aspirations of
globetrotting, and thus I can count the countries I’ve been to on one hand. The people I am close to
have no such hang-ups. While I relish being a homebody, I can’t help but be jealous when pictures of
their trips trickle down to the glowing screen of my iPhone. Realizing this about me, my wanderlusting
friends sometimes bring tiny pieces of the outside world back in the form of souvenirs, usually
postcards or a dare-based food that somehow makes it through customs. Somewhat impersonal, yes,
but with presents it is, of course, always the thought that counts. As it is in every facet of our reality,
some people are better at thinking than others.
Gift-giving is an art, and there are good artists and bad artists. A bad gift-giver will just get you
some crap they bought, even if “crap” wasn’t their intention. This was the case with every poor soul
who I have been a Secret Santa to, and doubly so with my girlfriend, who was more excited about a
box of Starbucks instant coffee than she was about a garnet bracelet I had spent days searching for as a
token of my love for our three-year anniversary (I suspect it’s because she is unable to drink a
bracelet). On the contrary, a great gift-giver finds something personal and unique, an embodiment of
the bond they share with the recipient. They go out and find those things that make faces light up and
shout, “Oh my god it’s just what I wanted!”
Then, just to break the grading curve and screw the rest of us, there are people who are giftgiving prodigies. They find perfect gifts; not things that are wanted, or needed, but things that have a
certain je ne sais quoi. The first time I noticed this was at a family Christmas as a teenager. We’d all
bought great gifts for my grandfather — new tools and a subscription to a car magazine — when my
cousin Jess stepped in and made us all look like assholes. She gave him a keychain that made farting
noises, a success so great we thought he was going to give himself a coronary from laughing at the
torrent of gaseous squelching noises brought on by his continuous button-pressing.
My girlfriend, much to the consternation of my heart-on-sleeve attempts at gift-giving, does it
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seemingly by accident. She bought me what became my favorite sweatshirt for my 27th birthday. Her
flippant but frighteningly accurate rationale was, “You always wear hoodies and they all look like
shit so at least you should have a fucking nice one.”
Two years later, she felt badly for forgetting to buy a gift for a friend while on holiday, and
ended up giving them a pair of patterned socks she’d bought for herself. The recipient’s jaw dropped
as she exclaimed, “I don’t have a single matching pair of socks! This is perfect! Thank you!”
I’ve been thinking about this a lot lately because one of my closest friends, Thabo, a South
African with an appetite for exploration, brought me a souvenir from his trip to Australia. Several,
actually. The four boxes of TimTams, which didn’t survive long in this world after landing on my
coffee table, were a great gift. But with them came a more interesting bequeathal — one I would
never have predicted, mostly because I didn’t realize such curios existed. Dear Thabo traveled
thousands of miles to bring me a kangaroo scrotum.
Now, this isn’t just a random kangaroo’s satchel. Well, it is, but I mean to say that’s not all it
is. It’s also a bottle opener. It may be hard to picture, but let’s start from the tip and work our way to
the base. The bottle opener itself is rather aggressive — it’s not one of those round ones bartenders
use to rapid-fire open a rack of Coronas. Of course, that portal exists, but it’s below a pointed tip for
opening cans buttressed by a forked hook. This whole apparatus transitions smoothly into a garlicshaped base, over which the actual kangaroo scrotum has been stretched. Depending on your
personal beliefs regarding animal rights, receiving a part of an animal as a gift can be conflicting,
even upsetting. Most upsetting in this case is this appendage, which by biological standards is
amazing for its capability to provide fertilizer for new life, seems to lack even the most tenuous
connection to opening bottles (aside from providing a sturdy base that is, admittedly, very difficult to
lose). Second-most upsetting is that this roo teabag also retained a brief ridge of perineum. For an
armchair carnivore like myself, content to slug down cheeseburgers on a regular basis while I
condemn such things as the dog meat festival in Yulin, his justification for receiving such a gift can
start and end at the shrug of “what’s done is done.”
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But I like to think I’m more thoughtful than that, so I did some research and figured out how
this marsupial’s joey-maker got from the Outback to my living room.
Having never been to Australia, it was difficult to even fathom how a kangaroo could end up
as a tacky souvenir for the socks-and-sandals masses who visit. If the country’s tourism propaganda
is to be believed, the kangaroo is bigger than Jesus down there. But just how big is the kangaroo?
Well, up to two meters tall, and as of 2011 (last available data year) there are 34 million of
them, a population increase from 9 million in 2010. So, if you were like me and assumed it was
endangered because you’ve never seen one, don’t worry about it — there are plenty. I now think of
them like springy cows that can box. But, as ecologist and sustainability expert Dr. Rosie Cooney
claims in a 2011 op-ed called “From Pests to Profits,” there is no way to “farm” kangaroos. Not one
either of us can think of, at least. Australian farmers would tend to agree. According to them, some
kangaroos are asking for it. They think that if kangaroos didn’t want to be shot, they wouldn’t
present themselves as hopping locusts that, during drought years, eat all the feed meant for cows and
other livestock that stand there like lobotomized dipshits as good farm animals are supposed to.
If it is the want of the Australian people to shoot kangaroos, then their government will
allow it, but only on their terms. The rules and conditions of kanga-cide are outlined in the National
Code of Practice for the Humane Shooting of Kangaroos and Wallabies for Commercial Purposes, a
bit of legislation that may not be particularly controversial. But I lament not having been in the
room for what I can only imagine was the world’s most ludicrously specific floor debate.
The NCPHSKWCP is a thirteen-page document signed into law that, as the name (but not its
catchy acronym) implies, tells you how you can and can’t ice a marsupial. To be frank, it’s kind of a
dark read. Mostly it’s about how potential kangaroo hunters need to pass a competency test because
all lawfully killed kangaroos must be killed with a headshot, and how you can shoot a bunch of
kangaroos in a mob at one time but you must be certain that the previous kangaroo you shot is
already dead. None of that is allowed if you aren’t using a rifle, and that rifle must use centerfire
ammunition, such as the .308 Winchester. For those who don’t handle firearms, the three-oh-eight is
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one of those three-inch-long pointy bullets that you would think of as being in a Rambo-style
bandolier.
The distinction between acceptable ammunitions is an important one, because, as the document
explains, “Rimfire rifles are lower powered and do not have as long a range as centrefire rifles.” In
layman’s terms, this means that you can’t be dicking around with wussy rifles. There’s no doubletapping when you want to off a kangaroo; it’s a one-shot-one-kill ordeal.
Gender also matters when you want to rub out a kangaroo. The NCPHSKWCP doesn’t
outright say that you shouldn’t shoot female kangaroos. Rather, it says shooters should “avoid
shooting female kangaroos and wallabies where it is obvious that they have dependent young except
in special circumstances (i.e. the female kangaroo or wallaby is sick or injured or needs to be killed for
management and/or ecological reasons).” That’s because if you kill the mom, you have to euthanize
the joey, methods of which vary depending on what stage of development it’s in — if it’s an old
enough joey you can, as with other kangaroos, just shoot it. If it’s any younger than the shootable age,
you have to dispatch it with a “single forceful blow to the base of the skull sufficient to destroy the
functional capacity of the brain.” It’s a pretty brilliant piece of legislation. Sure, there are no legal
consequences, but I suppose the consequences for your soul are a different story, and if you can bear
those then you can perform all the kangaroo-thanasia you want, as long as you follow the rules.
Luckily I have undeniable proof that my kangaroo part came from a male, so I’m still able to sleep at
night.
Once you’re qualified to shoot kangaroos in the brain, there’s still one step left. Or dozens of
tiny steps, as it were. As described in the National Parks and Wildlife (Kangaroo Harvesting)
Regulations of 2003, you must have a “sealed tag” to attach to your quarry and identify it, of which
you’re only allotted a certain amount, then record the kill in a field journal. If “Humane Shooting” was
a kangaroo killer’s how-to, “Kangaroo Harvesting” is all the minutia of doing tons of paperwork about
that kangaroo you just shot.
While this was the driest bit of research I did, it did provide the most exciting revelation of all;
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that being an illustration of where you’re legally required you affix your seal tag. It’s my greatest
regret I’m unable to reproduce the image here, so I will settle for the power of the written word.
Please, open your mind’s eye and picture a cheeky little drawing of the hindquarters of a kangaroo
held aloft by his tail, as if by magic, a small pen-stroke tag affixed inside his gaping bunghole like an
ill-conceived piercing.
An undignified end to be sure, but a welcome bit of pitch-dark humorous catharsis after what
seemed like an eternity of reading about how to properly dispose of female kangaroos and their
offspring.
After trawling through pages and pages of morbid and mundane documents about kangaroo
harvesting, I can sum up my findings thusly: this all comes down to the idea that if you want to shoot a
kangaroo, chop its sack off, wrap it around a base and stick a bottle opener at the top of it so some fat
asshole like me can drink fifty-cent Tsingtao out of bottles instead of cans, there are so many hoops
and moral quandaries to navigate that you’ve got to really want to do that. Since I don’t have the
moral fiber to care that much about a kangaroo getting shot as long as it’s not endangered and not a
female, it sort of brings us back to the whole reason I went down this kangaroo pouch — could I
accept this gift?
I suppose the answer is yes but I was looking for an excuse. I guess figuring the ins and outs of
legal kangaroo harvesting was much easier than thinking about why when Thabo saw a nutsack he
decided it was the perfect gift for me, and why as it sits here on my table I realize he was completely
right.

Tim King is a New Hampshire native who misunderstood fellow Granite Stater
Horace Greeley’s advice to “Go West” so badly that he ended up in the Far
East. He is currently living in Xi’an, China, where he is the Editor-in-Chief of
Xianease Magazine.
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Katya Bessmertnaya was born in Minsk, Belarus. She spent 11 years of her childhood in a school for
children who are gifted in music and art. As a child prodigy, Katya exhibited her works of graphic art
at the age of 14. Her talent attracted attention from the Belarusian artistic community. She developed
her original style often described as fabric appliqué or fabric painting. Katya’s works could be found
in private collections in the United States, Belarus, England, Germany, Israel and Russia. In 1999,
Katya founded Art Studio for children and every year she arranges an exhibition of student works.
For more information, please visit her website at www.katya-art.com.
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The,
Dragon's,
Breath,
By Kate,
Carango,
It’s been waiting,
for months,
coiled, ready to spring.
With one mighty breath,
its fiery tendrils,
transform,
emerald leaves,
into ruby red flames,
amber-like coals.
The embers die,
leaving,
lifeless,
charred sticks,
in silence,
waiting for,
a breeze of hope,
and fresh spring air—
the opportunity,
to blossom,
out of ash.

Kate Carango is a high school student from Chester County, Pennsylvania. She began
writing poetry when she was eight and has always enjoyed creative writing. School and
marching band leave her with little free time, but she writes when she can. Some people
may find her passion for tossing metal sabres, wooden rifles, and six-foot metal poles into
the air odd but it’s just a color guard thing.
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Sam Hotchkiss grew up in Northeast Pennsylvania, where he became interested in drawing
and painting at a young age. His work tends to fixate on a contrast between natural and
manmade forms. Sam says woodworking feels like a little more permanent extension of
drawing and loves the three dimensional unpredictability of wood grain. His goal is to refine a
clear message through his work and join forces with other creative minds. Sam’s instagram is
@samhotchwork.
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Tap…Tap…Tap…
Tap…Tap…Tap…
By Zachary Pinti
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TAP…TAP…TAP…
What was that?
From the corner of my eye (where the devil plays his dirtiest tricks) I catch a figure, a
shadow, a silhouette, dashing by the bedroom window.
Five years now I’ve lived in my dead aunt’s home. It’s much too big for one person, so I’ve
tried to rent it out.
There haven’t been any takers.
My guess is because my aunt was stabbed 27 times in the chest and stomach while smoking a
cig in her living room. I like to think the smoke slipped out of the slits in her chest like the spirit
leaving her body.
Do people still believe in ghosts?
I don’t. But I know monsters exist.
I pay no attention to the shadow outside the window, an illusion cast in the matte, nebulous
darkness outside, an image concocted by my own paranoia helped by the glare.
I strip and wrap a towel around my waist. My mind is on other things as I glide down the
hallway to the bathroom. TTTSSSSSSSSHHHHH. Water gushes from the showerhead with just the
slight turn of the nozzle and, in a matter of seconds, the water is steaming. Tendrils of molten mist
creep up and over the shower curtain like fog over a valley. As the steam drifts behind me, I stand in
front of the mirror, delicately observing my battered jaw; my bruised and swollen eye.
tap … tap … tap …
Three quick knocks rhythmically call to me from the window beside the toilet. I convinced
myself the shadow was an illusion but those taps were unmistakable. Immediately, my chest splits
with anxiety. Microscopic insects of panic infest my body, beginning in my heart and lungs,
crawling down my spine and reproducing in the pit of my stomach.
I can’t bring myself to look at the window. There couldn’t have been a tap, just as there
certainly was no silhouette flashing past my bedroom window. I was mistaken; had to have been. No
matter how much the sound jars my mind, no matter how much it springboards off my ear drums, no
matter htap … tap … tap …
Down the hall from the bathroom, the front door creeks open.
Did I leave the door unlocked? Doubt swims in my brain when I hear it again.
tap … tap … tap …

Zachary Pinti is a Communications major at Niagara University with a desire to be a novelist
one day. His interests in writing took off when he realized he wasn't going to make a career
playing ultimate frisbee and eating pop tarts. This story is the first of many he hopes to
publish.
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When You Turn Away,
By Jen McConnell,

On first glance,
you notice nothing but her smile.
Perfect teeth, a dimple,
a small silver scar, perhaps, above her lip.
At second glance,
you see the faint web of lines,
creeping across her cheek.
Something bigger, deeper, than you are prepared for.
A final glance,
reveals the entire jaw, rebuilt.
You hear, or imagine, the story of a car and a tree, years ago.
The baby scars now grown with the rest of her.
You must be very strong, you say.
You have no idea, she says, as you turn away.

Jen McConnell's fiction and poetry have recently appeared in Luna Luna, Mused, No Extra
Words, Blue Lotus Review, The Oddville Press, The Olentangy Review, and others. Her debut
collection of short stories, Welcome, Anybody, was published by Press 53. She received her
MFA in Creative Writing from Goddard College in Vermont. Her website is
www.jenmcconnell.com.
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Artwork by Katya Bessmertnaya
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Runaway,
By Holiday,
Newton,

When I was six,
I tried to run away from home,
packed a suitcase,
full off Capri Sun and Ramen,
thinking that could sustain me.
I traveled a grand total
of half a mile,
to a nearby pond.
I sat on an uncomfortable plastic bench,
and watched as the sun,
disappeared behind the Sierras.
As the sky turned black,
and the foliage began to appear sinister,
fear started to bubble inside me.
I took my suitcase,
and headed home,
the wheels clicking,
over cracks in the sidewalk.
I had been gone,
less than twenty minutes.
When I was eighteen,
I tried to run away from home,
packed a suitcase,
full of dreams and determination,
hoping it would be enough to sustain me.
I traveled a grand total
of 2,830 miles.
I started an uncomfortable new life,
and watched as the old me disappeared
like a setting sun.
As the darkness of night
surrounded me,
I remained right where I was.
Over a year later,
and I’m still there.

Holiday Newton was born and raised in a small town in Northern Nevada. She is currently a
sophomore at Champlain College in Burlington, Vermont, where she is majoring in Professional
Writing and minoring in Marketing. She spends her free time watching the Food Network and
wishing she knew how to cook.
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Artwork by Sam Hotchkiss
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Doll,
By Natalie Crick,

I had a doll once, which I hid in,
a deep muddy place.
I left it there until,
all of the paint flaked off the face.
It was never really,
the same again.
I imagine,
death is something like that.

Natalie Crick, from Newcastle in the UK, has poetry published or forthcoming in a range of
journals and magazines including Ink in Thirds, Interpreters House, Penwood Review, The
Chiron Review and Rust and Moth. Her work also features or is forthcoming in a number of
anthologies, including Lehigh Valley Vanguard Collections 13. This year her poem Sunday
School was nominated for the Pushcart Prize.
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Artwork by Barry Johnson
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SOME
CALL
IT
LOVE
By Dallas Alexander
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SOME CALL IT LOVE
I didn’t tell anyone about the murders, I mean, how could I? This was 1889; certainly they
would lock me up in London or worse--behead me, stone me, hang me like a toy on a string. But I
couldn’t stop myself! She was kissing him right there in the foyer! The blonde who had come back for
a second appointment with my master, Dr. Jonathan Smoker. Of course she had come back, even
though he had cured her of her illness. He was a genius, but no girl ever came back to the doctor’s
house for his intellect. There are just some things a woman can’t accept upon principal; one of them is
other women doing just about anything with him.
Dr. Smoker--there is just something about him. Something he never sees in me that I wish he
would. He can see it in each of them, the women he cures, the ones he courts, the ones he almost
marries, but not his maid. I am supposed to be the unnoticed woman, a shadow with a duster. My
curse.
The first one he proposed to was the blonde who came back for a second visit. I watched and
waited in unseen corners that day, hoping something in me would die and finally be at peace. I
watched him smile as he asked her to be his wife and hoped his happiness with her would end my
torment. And when they ascended the stairs to his bedroom to be alone? I peeked through the keyhole.
The thing that should have died? It roared inside me, more alive than ever. When she came out
covered in sweat and ecstasy owed to me, she commanded me to run her a bath. And so I did; the last
bath she’d ever take.
It was inhumane, I know, the satisfaction I felt when Dr. Smoker discovered her in the
clawfoot tub the next day. Must have drowned in the tub, I stated. How long did I stare at her wide
blue eyes beneath the water, stroking her honey-colored wet hair I had held with ferocity minutes
before?
I told no one of the murder.
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The next woman he courted was harder to tolerate. The shameful red woman. Dr. Smoker
enjoyed her--the way she looked, smelled, tasted. They were like wild animals between his
appointments, banging against walls, knocking over pictures and expensive lamps.
I cleaned her cheap lipstick off walls, countertops, and shirt collars. It stained everywhere.
Her red hair sashayed as she moved and I couldn’t stop staring. This woman, who met Dr. Smoker’s
fancy enough, after a fit of lust when she’d clung so hard to the curtains she’d ripped them off the
wall, he’d put a ring on her finger.
I listened more than was mentally healthy, trembling time after time with my ear to the wall.
The passion grew as I touched myself to the sounds she made him moan. I could have made him
moan—if he’d ever given me the chance. If he thought of me as more than just his maid, I could
have… but I didn’t mean anything to him. I realized it was true when she walked out of his bedroom
flushed with a smile emerging and ordered me to retrieve her coat from the closet. It was a shame, of
course, her having cavorts with my master these past weeks.
An even greater pleasure overtook me when, after giving her the coat, I requested help in
retrieving an early wedding gift from a secluded closet in the maid’s quarters.
I strangled her right there in the closet and took the ring from her pale finger.
I told no one of this murder either.
Was I deranged, a murderer, a female Moriarty? I’d never admit it. Heaving her strangled
corpse in the closet and tying a belt around her neck was not my idea, though. I couldn’t claim it. I’ve
watched the lynch mob too many times for such an idea to have come to me alone, merely just
borrowed and imitated misdeeds.
I stared at her dangling corpse and imagined myself in her place, dull brown hair, lifeless
black eyes, forgettable black-and-white uniform.
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Her scarlet figure was much prettier as a dangling corpse.
The first two women, they were tragic accidents to Dr. Smoker. He couldn’t believe his
passion would cause them to commit such heinous calamities. But they did, and every time he was
happier for it.
Freed from his own mad lust, he took the time to complete experiments in the basement and
focus on his intellect, something he was very proud of. My master was a man of mechanics and
science, a doctor, a benefactor, a consultant at the asylum, tall and dashing, with dark hypnotic eyes.
His fingers had the right amount of curl at rest, his voice an octave of every woman’s envy. He liked
to watch things tick, watch things bleed. Sometimes he might put them back together again. Dr.
Smoker did not want to be tied down to anyone, I knew this, I knew him better than anyone, and yet
he never saw me the way he saw the blonde or the red woman. What did they have that I didn’t?
Flawless skin, soft hair, pink lips, money. Maybe it was everything.
He had waited a year in ‘grieving’ after the first two died so suddenly. He was worried about
what the community would think. He was a careful man, and I was becoming bolder. No one will
suspect you of transgression, I assured him. He backhanded and scolded me. Why did I make him
scold me? Perhaps to feed the demon inside. God, I wished he would feed the demon inside me.
I told no one of the murders, though perhaps I should have. His obsession with women’s flesh
fed my own desire to kill. It wasn’t just the blonde or the red woman--those succubi were just his
favorites. Dr. Smoker, between his more serious flings, roamed the streets from restlessness, defiling
women in dank passages and on dirty cobblestones. How many mistresses had I poisoned in the
lamplight? How many flirtations did I bludgeon in drizzling dark alleys?
My master was ever hungry for the touch of women, and he kept me busy eliminating them
one by one. He had only to kiss them to mark them for death.
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He was home when I killed his third prospective wife. She had been around a little more than
a week. The raven-haired princess told him she loved him. I had been spying through the keyhole,
listening as always, preparing to endure watching him do to her what I wished he would do to me. I
love you, she moaned. No one had ever told him that before; I would know. That was a first, and she
had stolen it from me. Taken those words, those lies, and fed my truth to him from her lips.
He had finished and left her sated on his bed as he went down the stairs and down further to
his basement. He was working on an anesthetic for the asylum to present next week. It took up much
of his time. He left her alone. That was a mistake.
I was summoned by the raven-haired princess, through air reeking of sex and senseless
satisfaction, for a glass of water. I brought the glass up the stairs and closed the door behind me. She
screamed as I impaled her with the kitchen knife in his bed. I mounted her for a better view, stabbing
her over and over again, each strike harder than the last. It was exhausting work and my arms
trembled with effort. The chiv got stuck in bone and I struggled, twisting the blade like a corkscrew,
and pulled it from her bubbling body. Straddling her, I could feel her blood ooze down my thighs.
Was it all her blood or did I climax in the ecstasy of watching her gasp and struggle for breath?
The doctor was working in his lab so I was sure he hadn’t heard, but the aspect of him
finding out was something akin to excitement. Still, how would I pull off making this one look like a
suicide? I pulled the knife from her body and watched the blood drip like molasses off the tip, long
after she’d stilled beneath me. The coroner could unwittingly corroborate for the other women.
People drowned, committed suicide, were stoned and poisoned in the streets. But fifty-seven stab
wounds would require a level of lying I did not possess. My master would be blamed for sure, and
the thought of him going to jail chilled me.
There would be no way to cover this up. I’d have to tell someone of the murders. Many
would call it insanity. Would some call it love?
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The door creaked from behind and I turned to see my master in the doorway looking
smoothly at my disheveled state. I must have looked like the butcher boy, soiled in blood after
silencing the pig’s squeals of terror.
“You killed them?” he asked calmly.
“Every one of them,” I whispered. The blonde, the red woman, the raven-haired princess.
Every mistress, every wife, every prostitute; women he gazed at too long, women whose perfume
lingered on him from the street, women whose smiles lasted longer than a second.
I waited for his familiar anger, for him to beat or yell or dismiss me entirely. But he just kept
staring, and I stared right back, because every moment as a reflection in his eyes was like a drop of
water keeping me alive—and I didn’t care that I was drowning.

Dallas Alexander just received her Bachelor’s Degree in English from the University of
New Mexico. Her creative focus continues to be on writing, with the occasional dabbling
in tarot card reading, spray paint art, and wire-tree making. Her phenomenal customerservice skills continue to help pay the bills to support her husband, Daniel, and her lab
mix, Zoey.
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American Antebellum,
By Jordan Nate,

,a memory like lemon zest,
,no
like the blue-green dust,
,a comet leaves on the hard carbons of winter,
,or
the black on a rain-wet turkey
,from backyard pines—

trotting,

,so as we clean up the plastic,
,army men wounded on the couch,
,& later watch the children from the kitchen window,
,shoot bullets from their fingers,
,& take prisoners in the fenced garden,
,I look on with such fascination,
,at their game,
,while you smile and say something about the neighbor’s dog,
& how its barking,
steals the comfort from your day,
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forthcoming in 805. He was nominated for a Pushcart Prize Award in 2016. He currently lives
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THE PROFESSOR
Good morning, class. It’s good to be back. I’ve been away for a few months. You might say
I’ve had a little sabbatical.
The welcome-back party at the Terrace was wonderful. The Dean treated to the wine. Now,
when the Dean treats, that’s an event. Of course, I’m a little nervous now that students grade
professors.
This is a history class. Not of Caesar and the Egyptian pyramids or the cavemen; so-called
ancient history. To us naturalists, those are current events.
That’s good. Snickering is good. Those who snicker at my little witticisms definitely receive
extra credit.
Before man, there was a planet. The point being, there’s more history in a handful of dirt from
Morningside Park than in all of our libraries. Today I hope to seize your sense of wonder with an
overview of life, which can help calm us.
First, let’s remember this is a four-billion-year-old planet. Yes, four thousand million years.
But Homo sapiens is recent. If the earth existed for 24 hours, we arrived a few seconds before
midnight. Think of our insignificance. How can all this be for us, if we just arrived? My friends in the
Theology Department argue but they fall back on faith. Pitiful. Perhaps I think too much, but the
thought of an eternity of nothingness is very upsetting. Some of my friends kept saying, “What’s
your problem?” and my brother-in-law tells me, “You should be in business, then you’d know what
problems are.” He sleeps every night straight through. Oblivious.
Students, think about it: we’re born alone, like Robinson Crusoe cast up on a lonely shore
without explanation, and learn an eternity came before us and one will come after us. Is it good to be
born? Don’t be too sure of your answer. Every child ever born, no matter how lovingly nurtured, will
die, and every parent knows it.
And they laughed at me six months ago when I lost control. I’m not ashamed. Control is a
human illusion. How brave we have to be just to get through the day.
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So where are we going? Well, perhaps there is as much future as there is past. My old
Professor, Loren Eisley — oh, how I miss him — told us to “go down the dark stairwell from where
the race ascended to the slippery wallowing of scale and fin into the ooze from which we arose. Pass
by grunts and voiceless hissings until you reach eyeless and earless floating beings in primal waters
that sensed sunlight and stretched tentacles toward vague floating tastes.” Contained in that formless
creature was the human race, the unfathomable future. Fantastic.
What an immense journey. That’s what Loren called it, creatures coming out of the water, eat
or be eaten, apes, dwelling in trees, no match for other animals, common ancestors with whom we
share five fingers like the iguana. Ha. Our cousin, the iguana. Think on that and then take yourself
seriously. When you see a pompous fellow strutting down the street, it’ll be all you can do to stop
from shouting in his face, “Have you looked in the mirror lately, Mr. Iguana?”
Go to the Museum of Natural History, to the Hall of Evolution, and see the replica of Lucy,
our earliest skeletal ancestor. See how small she was, see the diorama of the caveman and woman
standing naked on the plains with bushy eyebrows and pubic hair. Imagine how desperate life was for
them when mammoth saber-toothed tigers hunted them. No wonder we have genocides and serial
killers and nervous breakdowns. The miracle is that we don’t have more. What is extraordinary is the
occasional act of kindness, the nurse who puts a cold compress on your forehead even though she’s
off-duty. That from the formless creature in the primordial slime could come kindness.
But human life will pass, and you should let it pass without envy. The dinosaurs never saw a
man and we shall never see what comes after us. We’re part of the flow of the river.
I know what you are thinking. I thought it, too. That is my problem. There’s no meaning for
us. And it makes all of us anxious. Very, very anxious. Now you’re thinking: Ah, he had a nervous
breakdown. Well, let me tell you; I didn’t break down, I broke open. But here I am. I came back.
Why? Maybe, just maybe, there’s a glimmer of hope. So I will go on.
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Just as we came from that grotesque creature, we hold the indecipherable future in us. We
know not what we're becoming. But unlike that ancient creature, we not only contain the future, we
can help shape it. We have minds. This is our hope. We alone, as Loren said, are the dream animal
who can escape the present and contemplate past and future. It is only our gaze that lends majesty to
the mindless immensity of space, particularly if we are alone in the universe. Maybe the goodness in
us can improve what we will become. We, who leave this place a little better than we found it, may be
the pioneers of that unknowable future. That is the value of every human being that ever lived and
ever will live. All this may not be in vain. Perhaps we can overcome terror and do more than just
accept our fate. Perhaps with kindness we can create a better future. Maybe, just maybe, there is
meaning.
Until next week, please stay calm.

Henry G. Miller lives in New York. His play, All Too Human, received critical acclaim from
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make a great film.”
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